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We seize every opportunity 
at Groundwork to leverage 
our local work to benefit 
communities across Michigan. 
Success is contagious – if we 
make a splash with tangible 
results in northwest Michigan, 

the rest of the state will catch the wave.
I am happy to report that our strategy is working.
The example freshest in my mind is 10 Cents a 
Meal, a state pilot program providing funds for 
locally grown fruits and vegetables for school 
lunches. It started in Traverse City in 2013, 
building on more than a decade of Groundwork’s 
work with farmers, schools, and families to get 
healthy, local food into cafeterias. We raised funds 
to supplement local programs, and then appealed 
to the legislature to create the state 10 Cents pilot 
program. Last year—10 Cents’ third year—95,000 
students were served by schools receiving funding 

from the state budget. The legislature recently 
expanded the program to include half the Lower 
Peninsula. We are committed to making 10 Cents 
available to all students in Michigan – and creating 
a national model of state policy.
Another terrific example is the Ann Arbor to 
Traverse City passenger rail project. This big 
idea was hatched by northwest Michigan 
residents during a visioning process ten years 
ago. We engaged state officials and partners in 
communities along the corridor to create a plan 
that is on track to make passenger trains a reality.
Lastly, Groundwork was central to launching the 
campaign to shut down Line 5 oil pipeline under 
the Mackinac Straits—now a top Michigan issue.
There’s a powerful culture of commitment and 
collaboration up here in the north – and we are 
connecting it to all of Michigan.
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Start with special event trains—a Cherry Festival 
train from Ann Arbor to Traverse City, or a Big 10 
football game train from Petoskey to Ann Arbor—
and then build to daily service as demand grows. 
Those are key recommendations from passenger 
rail consultants Transportation Economics & 
Management Systems, which recently completed 
a study of passenger rail service from Traverse City 
and Petoskey to Ann Arbor.
Northern Michigan’s thin year-round population 
initially left the consultants skeptical of rail service 
viability. But that view changed when they saw that 
six million people visit the region annually.
The passenger rail economic model alters 
dramatically—and in unexpected ways—with 
different speed trains. For example, a 60-mph-train 
between Traverse City and Ann Arbor—which 

requires only modest track repairs—would take five 
hours in travel time; a 110-mph-train would require 
costly repairs to the existing tracks, but it would cut 
the trip to 3.5 hours (compared to a car’s 4 hours 
and 40 minutes). Rail ticket buyer data shows, 
however, that despite more expensive tickets 
needed to cover the increased cost of a 110-mph-
train, passenger numbers surge when a train is 
notably faster than a car—making the speedier train 
more feasible than you might expect.
Groundwork rail project lead Jim Bruckbauer hopes 
to get special event trains running by summer 
2019—after repairs are made to the final four-mile 
run of track into Traverse City. Check out a2tc.org 
for more details about this exciting project.

Thanks to Bay Area Transportation Authority for 
being the sponsor for the federal study grant, and 
to the Traverse Area Association of REALTORS®, 
National Association of REALTORS®, Rotary 
Charities of Traverse City, and the Les and Anne 
Biederman Foundation for additional funding.
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We are saying so long to Lindsay Hall, who has 
reached the end of her two-year service term 
with FoodCorps, a national team of AmeriCorps 
leaders connecting kids to healthy food in 
school. Lindsay was essential to expanding 
Groundwork’s farm to school work to Charlevoix 
and Emmet County schools, and her work also 
paved the way for opening Groundwork’s office 
in Petoskey.
Throughout her FoodCorps service, Lindsay 
was guided by a mission of creating a culture 
of health—an admittedly complex phenomenon 
to pinpoint, but she saw that culture evolve 
during her time. Case in point: “We were doing 
a taste test with students, and I was observing 
the whole thing—the students, the teachers, the 
staff, they were all doing everything, and I was 

no longer needed. It was really exciting to see 
that,” she says.
Another small but important moment also 
stands out. Lindsay was working with a teacher 
on lesson plans, and the teacher was really 
happy about the ideas and possibilities. The 
teacher suddenly held up her hand, and Lindsay 
slapped a high-five. “It was like we are all a 
team, now!” Lindsay says.
Change in culture means altering things big 
and small, and Lindsay influenced many points 
in the system. “We had events, wellness 
challenges, rewrote health policies, had cooking 
demonstrations in classrooms, took kids into 
the hoop house. The summary of all those 
things is making a big success story,” she says.
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